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DIT Group and Glodon sign  
agreement over cooperation in business promotion 

 
(2 August 2022, Hong Kong) DIT Group Limited (“DIT Group” or the “Group”, SEHK stock code: 726), 
an innovative high-tech company specializing in businesses in the whole value chain of 
prefabricated construction (“PC”) in the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”), is pleased to announce 
that it signed an agreement with Glodon Company Limited (“Glodon”, SZSE stock code: 002410) on 
28 July over cooperation in business promotion. 
 

Yu Dayou, Chief Technology Officer of DIT Group, Jiang Zhiguo, General Manager of DIT Investment 

Company, and Yang Junhong, Deputy General Manager of DIT Investment Company, Zhu Xiaoyu, 

Assistant President of Glodon and General Manager of Innovation Center of Glodon, and Li Zhi, 

General Manager of the Hunan Branch of Glodon, attended the signing ceremony. Under the 

agreement over cooperation in business promotion, the two companies aim at exploring 

thoroughly the possibility of conducting digital transformation of the construction industry by 

leveraging their unique advantages in their respective fields. They will jointly promote the 

development of the information technology for the industry and further the application of refined 

project management, thus facilitating the adoption of advanced technologies and the digitalization 

of the construction industry. Subsequently, the two companies will have comprehensive 

discussions on the integration of resources, future directions, and mode of cooperation regarding 

their products and services. 
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DIT Group’s chief executive officer and executive director Guo Weiqiang said, “The agreement 
between Glodon and us over our cooperation in business promotion is another milestone after DIT 
Group and Glodon officially commenced their strategic cooperation. It marks a new stage in our 
cooperation with Glodon in inclusive development. With our advantages in prefabricated 
construction and Glodon's in-depth understanding of the customers and the industry’s needs, we 
will work together towards the goal of achieving mutually beneficial development through the 
alliance of two strong companies with complementary advantages and on the basis of equality. We 
will firmly grasp the opportunity in the rapid development in the era of smart construction and give 
full play to our respective capabilities, thus jointly contributing to the digital transformation and 
development of the construction industry.” 
 

- End - 
 

About DIT Group Limited 

Headquartered in Changsha and Zhengzhou, the PRC, DIT Group is an innovative high-tech 
enterprise that specializes in businesses throughout the entire value chain of prefabricated 
construction (PC). The Group’s mainstay business covers smart prefabricated manufacturing, 
landscaping services and decoration. The Group has already set up several smart PC plants 
nationwide. It runs 19 self-operated PC plants and several plants owned and operated by 
franchisees.  
 
With the consistent adherence to its development strategy of “driving development with leading 
technology”, the Group is equipped with the five most advanced core technology systems specific 
to the industry of prefabrication construction in the world with the Group’s possession of a 
plenitude of core technologies ranging from BIM in the context of intelligent construction, the 
Internet of Things, Big Data to artificial intelligence. The number of the Company’s patents has been 
continuously ranking first in the prefabricated construction industry.  
 
DIT Group is committed to becoming a leading service provider of integrated solutions for smart 
construction. In 2020, it announced a new strategy of “Smart Home” to create an innovative value 
chain-wide collaboration model. It is committed to making technological innovation in the entire 
value chain such as smart homes to help promote the development of the prefabricated 
construction industry. 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
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Ms. Vanessa Sun 
Senior Investor Relations Manager 
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